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                 Common Mounting Accessories

Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

MT4301

or

350024
(Legacy Xplore SKU)

RAM Double Socket 4" 
arm (Short)

►Easily-installed RAM mount allows a terminal to 
be mounted on any plane of the 360 degree 
locking system. 
►4" length arm (Short size)
►RAM D-size ball    
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-201U-C                                                              

350026 RAM Double Socket 7" 
arm (Medium)

►Easily-installed RAM mount allows a terminal to 
be mounted on any plane of the 360 degree 
locking system. 
►7" length arm (Medium size)
►RAM D-size ball    
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-201U                                                              

MT4302

or

350027
(Legacy Xplore SKU)

RAM Double Socket 
12" arm (Long)

►Easily-installed RAM mount allows a terminal to 
be mounted on any plane of the 360 degree 
locking system. 
►12" long arm (Long size).
►RAM D-size ball    
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-201U-E                                                               

NOTE:  This document is only for general reference.  Solutions Pathway and related PMBs should be used for product availability, pricing, and final solution selection.

* Zebra does not endorse or specifically recommend any third-party products, accessories, or hardware .  ZEBRA DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, FOR SUCH THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS, ACCESSORIES, OR HARDWARE. THE CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NO 
REPRESENTATION HAS BEEN MADE BY ZEBRA AS TO THE FITNESS OF THE THIRD-PARTY PRODUCTS, ACCESSORIES, OR HARDWARE FOR THE CUSTOMER'S INTENDED PURPOSE.

RAM Mount accessories

RAM D Size Ball (2.25" diameter) - typically used for mounting larger devices like Vehicle Mount Computers and Tablets on vehicles.  
                                                          This size is recommended for the R12 series tablet.  
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350039 RAM Double Ball 
Adapter

►RAM D-size (2.25") double ball connector
►Allows connecting two socket arms together and 
maintaining a flexible mount.
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-230U 

MT3501

RAM VESA Plate 
Base with VC 
mounting hardware 
(VC8x/VH10)

►RAM D-size (2.25") ball connected to a 4.75" 
square plate with 4x100mm holes and 4x75mm 
holes in each corner. 
►Includes 4 bolts, nuts, and lock washers for 
attaching to MT4200 Quick Release Mount (for 
VH10 or VC8x series).
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-246U and includes 
hardware for attaching to MT4200 Quick Release 
Mount.

RAM-D-246U

(3rd party) *

350037
RAM VESA Plate 
Base, Steel 
Reinforced

►RAM D-size (2.25") ball connected to a 4.75" 
square plate with 4x100mm holes and 4x75mm 
holes in each corner. 
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-246-IN1U.

RAM-D-2461U-
MOTO7B

RAM Small VESA 
Plate Base with VC 
mounting hardware 
(VC70)

►3.625" square plate with a 75mm X 75mm VESA 
hole pattern
►RAM D-size ball
►Includes hardware for attaching to VC70's shock 
plate.                                              
►Uses RAM Mount P/N RAM-D-2461U and 
includes hardware to attach to VC70.                                 
.

MT3512

RAM Small VESA 
Plate Base with VC 
mounting hardware 
(8585/8595)

►3.625" square plate with a 75mm X 75mm VESA 
hole pattern
►RAM D-size ball
►Includes hardware for attaching to legacy 
8585/8595 devices.
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-2461U

https://www.rammount.com

RAM VESA Plate 
Base

►RAM D-size (2.25") ball connected to a 4.75" 
square plate with 4x100mm holes and 4x75mm 
holes in each corner. 
►Includes 4 shoulder washers needed when 
mounting some devices (i.e. L10 tablet vehicle 
docks).
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MT4510

RAM Rectangular 
Base with VC 
mounting hardware 
(VC8x/VH10)

►Base will install directly on the back of the VH10 
or VC8x series.
►2"x3" base
►RAM D-size ball (2.25")
►Uses RAM Mount P/N RAM-D-202U-23 and 
includes hardware for attaching to back of VH10 or 
VC8x series.

MT3505

or

350023 
(Legacy Xplore SKU)

RAM Clamp Base 
(2" max arm/bar)

►Clamp the RAM arm on bars with square or 
rectangular cross section (2" max. width).
►RAM D-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-247U-25

MT3507 RAM Clamp Base 
(3" max arm/bar)

►Clamp the RAM arm on bars with square or 
rectangular cross section (3" max. width).
►RAM D-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-247U-3

MT3509

or

9007509

RAM Rail Base
(1-1/4" to 1-7/8" rail)

►Clamp the RAM arm on round tubes (1-1/4" to 1-
7/8" max. pipe diameter).
►RAM D-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-271U-12

MT3510

or 

350035
(Legacy Xplore SKU)

9007510
discontinued 4/2018

MT3502
RAM Round Plate 
Base with  mounting 
hardware

►Can be used with the 4" or 12" RAM arm 
(MT4301 or MT4302) to mount a vehicle mount 
computer on any plane
►RAM D-size ball
►Plate is typically mounted on vehicle by drilling 
holes into the frame and attaching using the 
included hardware.
►Uses RAM Mount P/N RAM-D-202U and includes 
hardware for attaching to vehicle frame.

RAM Rail Base 
(2" to 2-1/2" rail)

►Clamp the RAM arm on round tubes (2" to 2 1/2" 
max. pipe diameter).
►RAM D-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-271U-2
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350028 RAM Round Plate 
Base

►RAM D-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-202U

350038
RAM Round Plate 
Base, Steel 
Reinforced

►RAM D-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-202U-IN1

MT3401

RAM 4" Arm and 
VESA Base Plate Kit 
with VC mounting 
hardware (8515)

►Discontinued 6/2019 - see PMB 10146
►Includes 4" short arm (MT4301), VESA plate 
(75mm and 100mm) and hardware for attaching to 
legacy 8515 devices.
►RAM D-size ball  
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-201U-C and RAM-D-246U.  
Also includes hardware for attaching to 8515 
devices.                                                                

MT3402

RAM 12" Arm and 
VESA Base Plate Kit 
with VC mounting 
hardware (8515)

►Discontinued 6/2017, now use MT4302 and 
MT3501 - see PMB 2943.
►Easily-installed RAM mount allows a terminal to 
be mounted on any plane of the 360 degree 
locking system. 
►Includes 12" long arm (MT4302), VESA plate 
(MT3501)  and hardware for attaching to legacy 
8515 devices.
►RAM D-size ball  
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-201U-E and RAM-D-246U.  
Also includes hardware for attaching to 8515 
devices.                                                                

MT3405

RAM 4" Arm and Small 
VESA Plate Kit with 
VC mounting hardware 
(8585/8595)

►Kit includes 4" Double Socket Arm (MT4301), 
Small VESA Plate (MT3512) and hardware for 
attaching to legacy 8585/8595 devices.
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-201U-C and RAM-D-
2461U
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MT3406

RAM 12" Arm and 
Small VESA Plate Kit 
with VC mounting 
hardware (8585/8595)

►Kit includes 12" Double Socket Arm (MT4302), 
Small VESA Plate (MT3512) and hardware for 
attaching to legacy 8585/8595 devices.
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-201U-E and RAM-D-
2461U

MT3324 RAM Short Arm and 
Round Plate Kit

►Kit includes RAM 4" Double Socket Arm (MT4301) 
and RAM Round Plate.
►4" long arm.
►RAM D-size ball  
►Uses RAM 4" Double Socket Arm (RAM-D-201U-
C) and RAM Round Plate (RAM-D-254U)                                                                

MT3325 RAM Long Arm and 
Round Plate Kit

►Kit includes RAM 12" Double Socket Arm 
(MT4302) and RAM Round Plate.
►12" long arm.
►RAM D-size ball  
►Uses RAM 12" Double Socket Arm (RAM-D-201U-
E) and RAM Round Plate (RAM-D-254U)                                                                

350025 RAM Forklift mounting 
Kit

►Typically used to mount L10 series tablets to 
forklifts
►Includes VESA Base Plate (RAM-D-246U), 
Double Socket 12" Arm (RAM-D-201U-E) and 
Clamp Base (RAM-D-247U-25)
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-D-246U, RAM-D-201U-E, 
RAM-D-247U-25

Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

RAM-201U

or

350029
(Legacy Xplore SKU)

RAM Double Socket 5" 
arm (Medium)

►Double socket arm, has a socket at both ends 
that accommodates 1.5" ball bases (RAM C size). 
►approx. 5 inch (Medium) length
►A single spring inside the arm opens the end 
sockets, allowing you to pivot the ball and socket 
connection. 
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-201U                                                   

RAM C Size Ball (1.5" diameter) - Typically used for mounting keyboards and mobile handheld computers.  
                                                        Can also be used for mounting ET5x and L10 series tablets on vehicles.
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350032 RAM Double Socket 8" 
arm (Long) 

►Double socket arm, has a socket at both ends 
that accommodates 1.5" ball bases (RAM C size). 
►8 inch (Long) length
►A single spring inside the arm opens the end 
sockets, allowing you to pivot the ball and socket 
connection. 
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-201D                                                   

RAM-246U

or

350033
(Legacy Xplore SKU)

RAM VESA Plate 
Base

►1.5" rubber ball (RAM C size), connected to a 
4.75" square plate with 4x100mm holes and 
4x75mm holes in each corner.  
►Includes 4 shoulder washers needed when 
mounting some devices (i.e. L10 tablet vehicle 
docks).
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-246U                                                         

350036 RAM Clamp Base 
(1.5" max arm/bar)

►Clamp the RAM arm on bars with square or 
rectangular cross section (1.5" max. width).
►RAM C-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-247U-15

350040 RAM Clamp Base 
(2.5" max arm/bar)

►Clamp the RAM arm on bars with square or 
rectangular cross section (2.5" max. width).
►RAM C-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-247U-25

350048 RAM Clamp Base 
(3" max arm/bar)

►Clamp the RAM arm on bars with square or 
rectangular cross section (3" max. width).
►RAM C-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-247U-3

350034 RAM Rail Base 
(2" to 2-1/2" rail)

►Clamp the RAM arm on round tubes (2" to 2 1/2" 
max. pipe diameter).
►RAM C-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-271U-2

RAM-202U

or

350031
(Legacy Xplore SKU)

RAM Round Plate 
Base

►1.5" diameter rubber ball (RAM C size) connected 
to a flat 2.5" diameter base. 
►Mount has pre-drilled holes, including the 
universal AMPS hole pattern. 
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-202U
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RAM-MAG88U

(3rd party) *

350041
RAM Vertical 6" Swing 
Arm Mount with Swivel 
Socket Arm

►Consists of a single swing arm mount with 1.5" 
socket, 6" long straight swing arm that is mounted 
on a vertical surface base. The connection 
between the swing arm and the base is a bolt 
pivot point. 
►The open socket end will accept mounting bases 
with a RAM 1.5" diameter ball, enabling a versatile 
RAM ball and socket system. The bolt pivoting 
point allows a complete 360 degree rotation and 
the ball and socket system allows a 180 degree 
vertical pivot with a 360 degree rotation.
►RAM C-size ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-109VS-4U

P1010338

RAM Double Socket 
Mount with 2-Round 
Plates and printer 
mounting hardware Kit 
(P4T/RP4T/QLn4/ 
ZQ63)

►Consists of  two RAM Round Plates, Double 
Socket Ball mount and hardware for attaching to 
Zebra Mobile Printer Vehicle Cradles 
(P4T/RP4T/QLn4/ZQ63). 
►RAM C-size ball
►Includes RAM Double Socket Mount (RAM-201U), 
two Round Plates (RAM-101U) and hardware for 
mounting to printer cradle.

Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

MNT-RAM-B201U RAM Double Socket 3" 
Arm (Medium)

►Typically used with Fork Lift Holder for MC3300, 
MC9300 or TC8x series.
►RAM 3" (Medium length) Double Socket Arm for 
1" ball (B size) 
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-B-201U

RAM-B-238U RAM Diamond Ball 
Base Plate

►Typically used with mobile device Vehicle Cradles 
(i.e. TC5x, TC7x, etc.)
►RAM 2.43" x 1.31" Diamond Ball Base w/ 1" Ball
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-B-238U

MNT-RAM-B202U RAM Round Plate 
Base

►1" diameter rubber ball (RAM B size) connected 
to a flat 2.5" diameter base. 
►Mount has pre-drilled holes, including the 
universal AMPS hole pattern. 
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-B-202U

RAM B Size Ball (1" diameter) - Typically used for mounting keyboards and mobile handheld computers on vehicles.  

RAM Tough-Mag™ 
88MM Diameter Ball 
Base

►Magnetic base attaches to metal surfaces.
►Features an industrial-strength N35 grade 
magnet and rubber coating that protects the metal 
surface being attached to.
►RAM C-size ball

https://www.rammount.com
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RAM-B-MAG66U

(3rd party) *

MNT-RAM-B247U25 RAM Clamp Base 
(2.5" max arm/bar)

►Typically used with Fork Lift Holder for MC3300 or 
MC9300
►Attaches to square shaped rail/post of forklift.
►2.5" Max Width Square Rail Base with 1" 
diameter ball (B size)
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-B-247U-25   

MNT-RAM-B400U RAM Tough Claw

►Typically used when mounting devices to cart 
handles.
►Provides quick and easy tool-less installation and 
removal on round, square, odd shaped rails and 
bars. 
►Van be clamped on rails from 0.625" - 1.5" outer 
diameter.
►Uses RAM P/N RAP-B-400U

RAM-B-166U RAM Windshield 
Suction Cup Mount

►Typically used with mobile device Vehicle Cradles 
(i.e. TC5x, TC7x, etc.)
►RAM Twist Lock Suction Cup with Double Socket 
Arm and Diamond Base Adapter
►Overall Length: 6.75”
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-B-166U

WA4006
RAM Double Ball 
Mount with Two Round 
Plates Kit

►Typically used with WAP4 Vehicle Cradle 
(WA1210-G2 or WA1310-G2)
►Consists of a Medium Length B size 1" double 
socket arm and two 2.5" diameter round plates 
that contain the universal AMPS hole pattern.
►Uses RAM P/N RAM-B-101U

Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

Other RAM accessories

RAM Tough-Mag™ 
66MM Diameter Ball 
Base

►Magnetic base attaches to metal surfaces.
►Features an industrial-strength N35 grade 
magnet and rubber coating that protects the metal 
surface being attached to.
►RAM B-size ball

https://www.rammount.com
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RAP-450U

(3rd party) *

Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

3PTY-PCLIP-241476
ProClip Forklift/Vehicle 
Cradle Clamp Mount - 
for Pipe/Bar mounting 

►Attaches to circular pipes/bars of vehicles/forklifts. 
►Accommodates bars from 3/4" to 1 1/8" diameter 
(19 to 30 mm).
►Uses AMPS hole pattern for mounting ProClip 
cradles like 3PTY-PCLIP-241475.
►NOTE:  This is a custom product.  Please work 
with your Zebra representative to open a Custom 
Product Request (CPR) if you would like to order 
this item.      

3PTY-PCLIP-241477

ProClip Forklift/Vehicle 
Cradle Clamp Mount 
with Backplate - for 
Pipe/Bar mounting 

►Attaches to circular pipes/bars of vehicles/forklifts. 
►Accommodates bars from 3/4" to 1 1/8" diameter 
(19 to 30 mm).
►Includes 3PTY-PCLIP-241476 with an attached 
backplate that uses AMPS hole pattern for 
mounting vehicle cradles.
►NOTE:  This is a custom product.  Please work 
with your Zebra representative to open a Custom 
Product Request (CPR) if you would like to order 
this item.      

3PTY-PCLIP-241478

ProClip Forklift/Vehicle 
Cradle Clamp Mount - 
for square frame 
mounting 

►Attaches to square bars of vehicles/forklifts. 
►Clamp is 5.125" x 3.75" and can accommodate 
bars of vaying thicknesses.
►6" long arm on clamp uses AMPS hole pattern for 
mounting ProClip cradles like 3PTY-PCLIP-
241475.
►ProClip SKU #215981

ProClip Mounting Accessories - typically used for mounting mobile handheld devices

RAM Power-Grip™ 
XL Universal Scanner 
Gun Holder

►Universal scanner gun holder is designed for use 
with several large form factor scanner guns.
►Compatible with a full range of ball and socket 
forklift mounting systems. 
►Uses high-strength composite materials.
►Holder features two attachment points:  (1) the 
hole pattern on the back of the holder allows for 
the connection of the RAM-202U or the RAM-D-
254U (hardware is included for these attachments) 
or (2) the hole pattern on the bottom of the holder 
allows for the connection of a 2” x 3” plate – RAM-
202U-23 or RAM-D-202U-23 – or a drill-down 
mount (hardware is not included for these 
attachments). 

https://www.rammount.com
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3PTY-PCLIP-215677 ProClip Heavy Duty 
Clamp Mount

►Attaches to roll bar of a forklift. Designed to be 
mounted on square posts and comes with a variety of 
screw sizes.
►The AMPS circular hole pattern on the oval plate is 
designed to work with a variety of ProClip pedestal 
bases.
►Comes with complete set of screws in
various sizes, allowing for the forklift mount
to span from 130 mm to 5 mm bar thicknesses.
►This component is included with the TC8x series Forklift 
Cradle Kit (MNT-TC8X-FMKT6-01 and MNT-TC8X-FMKT8-
01).

3PTY-PCLIP-215772
ProClip Forklift Cradle 
Clamp Mount with 
Large Circular Holes

►Attaches to roll bar of a forklift. It accommodates 
square, round and flat posts and comes with a variety of 
screw sizes.
►The circular hole pattern on the oval plate is designed 
to work with part number 3PTY-PCLIP-710832 and 3PTY-
PCLIP-710833 in those instances where there is a need 
for affixing to a thicker post.
►Circled hole pattern for attachment of
round mount base
►Comes with complete set of screws in
various sizes, allowing for the forklift mount
to span from 130 mm to 5 mm bar thicknesses.
►Weight capacity over 500 lbs
►NOTE:  Restricted Product - Must open CPR at 
http://cpr.zebra.lan (Zebra internal site).  Sample 
devices shall then be provided, and once the customer 
approves these demo devices, the SKU shall be opened 
for sale to that customer.  Refer to PMB 2756 for 
details.

3PTY-PCLIP-215500 ProClip Tilt Swivel 
Mount

►Typically used with TC7X/TC5x series Vehicle 
Cradles.
►For mounting Vehicle Cradle on any flat surface.
►Angles/Tilts 15 degrees
►Swivels 360 degrees
►Extends 1 inch / 2.54 cm
►Base Plate and Face Plate has AMPS hole 
pattern
►Weight capacity 25 lbs / 11.34 kgs
►NOTE:  Restricted Product - Must open CPR at 
http://cpr.zebra.lan (Zebra internal site).  Sample 
devices shall then be provided, and once the 
customer approves these demo devices, the SKU 
shall be opened for sale to that customer.  Refer 
to PMB 2756 for details.

 

 

This Tilt Swivel Mount is made for use with holders for heavier devices 
e.g. Tablets, Mobile Computing devices, Bar Code Scanners, Two-way 
Radios, Mobile Phones etc. Angle, tilt, swivel and/or extend your 
holder/device for a better viewing position. It angles/tilts approx. 15 
degrees, swivels 360 degrees and extends 1 inch/ 2.54 cm.  
 
The Base plate has the AMPS hole pattern and the Face plate has a center 
line hole patterns as well as the AMPS hole pattern to accommodate 
most holders, cradles, mounts and car kits.  

Tilt Swivel Mount 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 
Madison, WI 53718 
USA 
Phone: +1 608-807-5320 
Fax: +1 920-372-0066 
Email: sales@proclipusa.com 
Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 
accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  
model and handheld device available such as cell phones 
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 
radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  
convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  
provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x For use with holders/cradles for heavier 

devices e.g. Tablets, Mobile Computing 
Devices, Bar Code Scanners, Mobile Phones 

x Angles/Tilts 15 degrees 
x Swivels 360 degrees 
x Extends 1 inch / 2.54 cm  
x Base Plate has AMPS hole pattern  
x Face Plate has AMPS and center hole 

patterns to accommodate most cradles 
x Weight capacity 25 lbs / 11.34 kgs 
x Made of high grade ABS plastic 
x Manufactured in Sweden 

 
 

 
 
Technical Data 
Dimensions 50 x 42 x 24.50 mm 
Weight 0.062 lbs / 28.35 grams 
Operating Temp. -40 to +70 Degrees Celsius 
Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 
  
  
  
 

Compatibility 
Attaches to any flat surface or mounting 
bracket.  

 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-215500  
Model Number 215500  
   

 

 

This Tilt Swivel Mount is made for use with holders for heavier devices 
e.g. Tablets, Mobile Computing devices, Bar Code Scanners, Two-way 
Radios, Mobile Phones etc. Angle, tilt, swivel and/or extend your 
holder/device for a better viewing position. It angles/tilts approx. 15 
degrees, swivels 360 degrees and extends 1 inch/ 2.54 cm.  
 
The Base plate has the AMPS hole pattern and the Face plate has a center 
line hole patterns as well as the AMPS hole pattern to accommodate 
most holders, cradles, mounts and car kits.  

Tilt Swivel Mount 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 
Madison, WI 53718 
USA 
Phone: +1 608-807-5320 
Fax: +1 920-372-0066 
Email: sales@proclipusa.com 
Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 
accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  
model and handheld device available such as cell phones 
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 
radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  
convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  
provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x For use with holders/cradles for heavier 

devices e.g. Tablets, Mobile Computing 
Devices, Bar Code Scanners, Mobile Phones 

x Angles/Tilts 15 degrees 
x Swivels 360 degrees 
x Extends 1 inch / 2.54 cm  
x Base Plate has AMPS hole pattern  
x Face Plate has AMPS and center hole 

patterns to accommodate most cradles 
x Weight capacity 25 lbs / 11.34 kgs 
x Made of high grade ABS plastic 
x Manufactured in Sweden 

 
 

 
 
Technical Data 
Dimensions 50 x 42 x 24.50 mm 
Weight 0.062 lbs / 28.35 grams 
Operating Temp. -40 to +70 Degrees Celsius 
Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 
  
  
  
 

Compatibility 
Attaches to any flat surface or mounting 
bracket.  

 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-215500  
Model Number 215500  
   

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

This Forklift Clamp Mount affixes to the roll bar of a forklift. It 
accommodates square, round and flat posts and comes with a variety of 
screw sizes. 
 
The circular hole pattern on the oval plate is designed to work with part 
number 3PTY-PCLIP-710832 and 3PTY-PCLIP-710833 in those instances 
where there is a need for affixing to a thicker post.  
 
 

Forklift Clamp Mount with Large Circular Holes 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 
Madison, WI 53718 
USA 
Phone: +1 608-807-5320 
Fax: +1 920-372-0066 
Email: sales@proclipusa.com 
Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 
accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  
model and handheld device available such as cell phones 
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 
radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  
convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  
provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x Rugged Design 
x Works perfectly on the roll bar of a forklift 
x Mount to square or round posts, or to a flat 

bar / headache rack 
x Circled hole pattern for attachment of 

round mount base  
x Comes with complete set of screws in 

various sizes, allowing for the forklift mount 
to span from 130 mm to 5 mm  

x Weight capacity over 500 lbs 
x Made of high grade Aluminum 
x Manufactured in Sweden 

 
 

 
 
Technical Data 
Dimensions 119 x 68 mm 
Weight 1.40 lbs / 0.63 kgs 
Operating Temp. -40 to +60 Degrees Celsius 
Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 
  
  
  
 

Compatibility 
3PTY-PCLIP-710832 and 3PTY-PCLIP-710833 
Clamps to post or grill on forklifts 

 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-215772  
Model Number 215772  
   

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

This Forklift Clamp Mount affixes to the roll bar of a forklift. It 
accommodates square, round and flat posts and comes with a variety of 
screw sizes. 
 
The circular hole pattern on the oval plate is designed to work with part 
number 3PTY-PCLIP-710832 and 3PTY-PCLIP-710833 in those instances 
where there is a need for affixing to a thicker post.  
 
 

Forklift Clamp Mount with Large Circular Holes 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 
Madison, WI 53718 
USA 
Phone: +1 608-807-5320 
Fax: +1 920-372-0066 
Email: sales@proclipusa.com 
Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 
accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  
model and handheld device available such as cell phones 
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 
radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  
convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  
provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x Rugged Design 
x Works perfectly on the roll bar of a forklift 
x Mount to square or round posts, or to a flat 

bar / headache rack 
x Circled hole pattern for attachment of 

round mount base  
x Comes with complete set of screws in 

various sizes, allowing for the forklift mount 
to span from 130 mm to 5 mm  

x Weight capacity over 500 lbs 
x Made of high grade Aluminum 
x Manufactured in Sweden 

 
 

 
 
Technical Data 
Dimensions 119 x 68 mm 
Weight 1.40 lbs / 0.63 kgs 
Operating Temp. -40 to +60 Degrees Celsius 
Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 
  
  
  
 

Compatibility 
3PTY-PCLIP-710832 and 3PTY-PCLIP-710833 
Clamps to post or grill on forklifts 

 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-215772  
Model Number 215772  
   

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

This Forklift Clamp Mount affixes to the roll bar of a forklift. It 
accommodates square, round and flat posts and comes with a variety of 
screw sizes. 
 
The circular hole pattern on the oval plate is designed to work with part 
number 3PTY-PCLIP-710832 and 3PTY-PCLIP-710833 in those instances 
where there is a need for affixing to a thicker post.  
 
 

Forklift Clamp Mount with Large Circular Holes 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 
Madison, WI 53718 
USA 
Phone: +1 608-807-5320 
Fax: +1 920-372-0066 
Email: sales@proclipusa.com 
Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 
accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  
model and handheld device available such as cell phones 
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 
radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  
convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  
provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x Rugged Design 
x Works perfectly on the roll bar of a forklift 
x Mount to square or round posts, or to a flat 

bar / headache rack 
x Circled hole pattern for attachment of 

round mount base  
x Comes with complete set of screws in 

various sizes, allowing for the forklift mount 
to span from 130 mm to 5 mm  

x Weight capacity over 500 lbs 
x Made of high grade Aluminum 
x Manufactured in Sweden 

 
 

 
 
Technical Data 
Dimensions 119 x 68 mm 
Weight 1.40 lbs / 0.63 kgs 
Operating Temp. -40 to +60 Degrees Celsius 
Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 
  
  
  
 

Compatibility 
3PTY-PCLIP-710832 and 3PTY-PCLIP-710833 
Clamps to post or grill on forklifts 

 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-215772  
Model Number 215772  
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3PTY-PCLIP-710836
2" tall Pedestal 
Mounting Kit - 
Horizontal Adjustment

►Typically used with TC7X/TC5x series Vehicle 
Cradles.
►2 inch Solid-core Aluminum quick- adjust 
interlocking joint. 
►The round bases provide an industry-standard 4-
hole AMPS mounting pattern with approximately 
20 degrees of rotation to facilitate the perfect 
mounting angle and device placement.
►Adjustable for optimal positioning
►Weight capacity over 300 lbs
►NOTE:  Restricted Product - Must open CPR at 
http://cpr.zebra.lan (Zebra internal site).  Sample 
devices shall then be provided, and once the 
customer approves these demo devices, the SKU 
shall be opened for sale to that customer.  Refer 
to PMB 2756 for details.

3PTY-PCLIP-710834
ProClip 4" tall Pedestal 
Mounting Kit  - with 
90° twist

►Typically used with TC7X/TC5x series Vehicle 
Cradles.
►4 inch Solid-core Aluminum quick-adjust 
interlocking joints. 
►Mount also features a 2 inch 90-degree offset 
extension rod to enable both horizontal and 
vertical adjustment to achieve optimal 
device/cradle positioning.
►AMPS hole pattern in mount bases
►Quick and easy installation
►Adjustable for optimal positioning
►Weight capacity over 300 lbs
►NOTE:  Restricted Product - Must open CPR at 
http://cpr.zebra.lan (Zebra internal site).  Sample 
devices shall then be provided, and once the 
customer approves these demo devices, the SKU 
shall be opened for sale to that customer.  Refer 
to PMB 2756 for details.

3PTY-PCLIP-710835
4" tall Pedestal 
Mounting Kit - 
Horizontal Adjustment

►Typically used with TC7X/TC5x series Vehicle 
Cradles.
►4 inch Solid-core Aluminum quick-adjust 
interlocking joints. 
►Mount also features a 2 inch Horizontal extension 
rod between mount bases
►AMPS hole pattern in mount bases
►Quick and easy installation
►Adjustable for optimal positioning
►Weight capacity over 300 lbs
►NOTE:  Restricted Product - Must open CPR at 
http://cpr.zebra.lan (Zebra internal site).  Sample 
devices shall then be provided, and once the 
customer approves these demo devices, the SKU 
shall be opened for sale to that customer.  Refer 
to PMB 2756 for details.

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

This 4 inch Solid-core Aluminum Pedestal Mount come with quick-adjust 
interlocking joints. It has teeth within the joints providing a very strong 
connection that can withstand up to 300 lbs.  
 
This mount also features a 2 inch 90-degree offset extension rod to 
enable both horizontal and vertical adjustment to achieve optimal 
device/cradle positioning.   
 
The solid aluminum round bases provide an industry-standard 4-hole 
AMPS mounting pattern with approximately 20 degrees of rotation to 
facilitate the perfect mounting angle and device placement. 
 
Onto the pedestal base you can mount a wide variety of products such as 
tablets, mobile computers, scanning devices, payment terminals, two-
way radios, navigation units, printers, and mobile phones. 
 

4” Pedestal Mounting Kit with Wing Nuts 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 
Madison, WI 53718 
USA 
Phone: +1 608-807-5320 
Fax: +1 920-372-0066 
Email: sales@proclipusa.com 
Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 
accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  
model and handheld device available such as cell phones 
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 
radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  
convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  
provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x Rugged Design 
x 2 inch 90 degree offset extension rod 

between bases 
x Interlocking teeth in joints 
x AMPS hole pattern in mount bases 
x Quick and easy installation  
x Adjustable for optimal positioning  
x Weight capacity over 300 lbs 
x Made of high grade Aluminum 
x Manufactured in Sweden 

 
 

 
 
Technical Data 
Dimensions 117.30 x 64 x 30 mm 
Weight 65 lbs / 294.84 grams 
Operating Temp. -40 to +70 Degrees Celsius 
Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 
  
  
  
 

Compatibility 
Attach to any flat surface 

 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-710834  
Model Number 710834  
   

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

This 4 inch Solid-core Aluminum Pedestal Mount come with quick-adjust 
interlocking joints. It has teeth within the joints providing a very strong 
connection that can withstand up to 300 lbs.  
 
This mount also features a 2 inch horizontal extension rod that enables 
horizontal adjustment to achieve optimal device/cradle positioning.   
 
The solid aluminum round bases provide an industry-standard 4-hole 
AMPS mounting pattern with approximately 20 degrees of rotation to 
facilitate the perfect mounting angle and device placement. 
 
Onto the pedestal base you can mount a wide variety of products such as 
tablets, mobile computers, scanning devices, payment terminals, two-
way radios, navigation units, printers, and mobile phones. 
 

4” Pedestal Mounting Kit with Wing Nuts 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 
Madison, WI 53718 
USA 
Phone: +1 608-807-5320 
Fax: +1 920-372-0066 
Email: sales@proclipusa.com 
Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 
accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  
model and handheld device available such as cell phones 
smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 
radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  
convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  
provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x Rugged Design 
x 2 inch Horizontal extension rod between 

mount bases 
x Interlocking teeth in joints 
x AMPS hole pattern in mount bases 
x Quick and easy installation  
x Adjustable for optimal positioning  
x Weight capacity over 300 lbs 
x Made of high grade Aluminum 
x Manufactured in Sweden 

 
 
 
 
Technical Data 
Dimensions 116.75 x 64 x 30 mm 
Weight 0.65 lbs / 294.84 grams 
Operating Temp. -40 to +70 Degrees Celsius 
Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 
  
  
  
 

Compatibility 
Attach to any flat surface 
 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-710835  
Model Number 710835  
   

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

This 2 inch Solid-core Aluminum Pedestal Mount come with a quick-

adjust interlocking joint. It has teeth within the joint providing a very 

strong connection that can withstand up to 300 lbs.  

 

The round bases provide an industry-standard 4-hole AMPS mounting 

pattern with approximately 20 degrees of rotation to facilitate the 

perfect mounting angle and device placement. 
 

Onto the pedestal base you can mount a wide variety of products such as 

tablets, mobile computers, scanning devices, payment terminals, two-

way radios, navigation units, printers, and mobile phones. 

 

2” Pedestal Mounting Kit with Wing Nuts 

Contact Info 

Office: Company Info: 

 

ProClip USA, Inc. 
4915 Voges Road 

Madison, WI 53718 

USA 

Phone: +1 608-807-5320 

Fax: +1 920-372-0066 

Email: sales@proclipusa.com 

Web: www.proclipusa.com 

 
ProClip USA, Inc. provides In-Vehicle Device Mounting solutions and 

accessories. The ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every  

model and handheld device available such as cell phones 

smartphones, tablets, MP3 players, navigation systems, satellite 

radios, two-way radios and mobile computing. These innovative,  

convenient, secure and easy-to-install mounting solutions  

provide a safer and more enjoyable driving experience. 

 

Features & Benefits 
x Rugged Design 

x Interlocking teeth in joints 

x AMPS hole pattern in mount bases 

x Quick and easy installation  

x Adjustable for optimal positioning  

x Weight capacity over 300 lbs 

x Made of high grade Aluminum 

x Manufactured in Sweden 

 

 

 

 

Technical Data 
Dimensions 64.56 x 64 x 30 mm 

Weight 0.40 lbs / 181.44 grams 

Operating Temp. -40 to +70 Degrees Celsius 

Environmental  RoHS , REACH Compliant 

  

  

  

 

Compatibility 
Attach to any flat surface 

 

Part Number Details 
Part Number 3PTY-PCLIP-710836  

Model Number 710836  
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3PTY-PCLIP-215885
ProClip 6" tall Pedestal 
Mounting Kit  - with 
90° twist

►6" Solid-core Aluminum quick-adjust interlocking 
joints. 
►Mount also features a 2 inch 90-degree offset 
extension rod to enable both horizontal and 
vertical adjustment to achieve optimal 
device/cradle positioning.
►AMPS hole pattern in mount bases
►Quick and easy installation
►Adjustable for optimal positioning.
►This component is included with the TC8x series 
Forklift Cradle Kit (MNT-TC8X-FMKT6-01).

3PTY-PCLIP-215886
ProClip 8" tall Pedestal 
Mounting Kit  - with 
90° twist

►8" Solid-core Aluminum quick-adjust interlocking 
joints. 
►Mount also features a 2 inch 90-degree offset 
extension rod to enable both horizontal and 
vertical adjustment to achieve optimal 
device/cradle positioning.
►AMPS hole pattern in mount bases
►Quick and easy installation
►Adjustable for optimal positioning.
►This component is included with the TC8x series 
Forklift Cradle Kit (MNT-TC8X-FMKT8-01).

3PTY-PCLIP-241479 ProClip Standard Duty 
5" Pedestal Mount

►Standard Duty mount is designed to be used in 
smooth-riding vehicles and areas with low risk of 
external contact.
►Length of arm assembly is 5".
►Uses AMPS hole pattern for mounting ProClip 
cradles like CRD-TC56-CVCD2-02.
►NOTE:  This is a custom product.  Please work 
with your Zebra representative to open a Custom 
Product Request (CPR) if you would like to order 
this item.      

3PTY-PCLIP-710837

ProClip 6" tall Pedestal 
Mounting Kit - 
Horizonal & Vertical 
Adjustment, For 
TC7X/TC5x Vehicle 
Cradles

►6 inch Solid-core Aluminum quick- adjust 
interlocking joint. 
►The round bases provide an industry-standard 4-
hole AMPS mounting pattern with approximately 
20 degrees of rotation to facilitate the perfect 
mounting angle and device placement.
►Adjustable for optimal positioning
►Weight capacity over 300 lbs
►NOTE:  Restricted Product - Must open CPR at 
http://cpr.zebra.lan (Zebra internal site).  Sample 
devices shall then be provided, and once the 
customer approves these demo devices, the SKU 
shall be opened for sale to that customer.  Refer 
to PMB 2756 for details.
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3PTY-PCLIP-710838

ProClip 8" tall Pedestal 
Mounting Kit - 
Horizontal 
Adjustment,For 
TC7X/TC5x Vehicle 
Cradles

►8 inch Solid-core Aluminum quick- adjust 
interlocking joint. 
►The round bases provide an industry-standard 4-
hole AMPS mounting pattern with approximately 
20 degrees of rotation to facilitate the perfect 
mounting angle and device placement.
►Adjustable for optimal positioning
►Weight capacity over 300 lbs
►NOTE:  Restricted Product - Must open CPR at 
http://cpr.zebra.lan (Zebra internal site).  Sample 
devices shall then be provided, and once the 
customer approves these demo devices, the SKU 
shall be opened for sale to that customer.  Refer 
to PMB 2756 for details.

215889

(3rd party) *

https://www.proclipusa.c
om

241372

(3rd party) *

https://www.proclipusa.c
om

Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

ProClip Keyboard 
Mount

►Adjustable keyboard tray with AMPS holes for 
various keyboards
►Can be used with most ProClip tablet holders or 
Zebra L10 Vehicle Docks.
►Multiple AMPS hole patterns and VESA 75 & 100 
for easy mounting

ProClip Heavy-Duty 
Forklift Mount

►Solid-core aluminum for exceptional strength
►Smaller teeth than ProClip Super-Duty pedestals 
for more adjustment options.
►Forklift mount can be mounted on square 
surfaces, perfect for forklift cages.
►Uses AMPS mounting pattern.
►Can be used with L10 series tablets.  Not 
recommended for use with R12 series tablets.

Gamber-Johnson Mounting Accessories - typically used for mounting mobile handheld devices or tablets
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7160-0854
(3rd party) *

https://www.gamberjohnson.com

7160-1306
(3rd party) *

https://www.gamberjohnson.com

Gamber Johnson
(3rd party) *

7160-0984

Gamber Johnson 
Keyboard Bracket for 
Forklift Cradle (Low 
Profile)

http://www.gamberjohnson.com

Gamber-Johnson 
Barcode 
Scanner/Mobile 
Computer Mount

►Attaches to the overhead guard leg on forklift 
trucks. It is designed to fit rectangular pillars 
between 1.5” to 2.5” wide with easy installation                              
►Heavy gauge steel construction for long-term 
durability in a rugged environment.
►Black powdercoat finish for maximum corrosion 
resistance.
►Designed to securely fit most handheld barcode 
scanners and mobile computers.
►Works with wireless and wired devices.

Gamber-Johnson 
Scanner Pocket Mount 
with Small Back Plate

►Scanner mount is designed to support scanner or 
handheld computer in a rugged environment by 
holding it securely to the overhead guard leg of 
fork lift vehicle. 
►Adjustable in width, and offers 3 mounting 
orientations from the overhead guard leg or one of 
Gamber-Johnson's extension bars.
►Designed to hold most handheld computers and 
scanners.
►Adjustable to fit 3.5" to 4.5" width and set at 2.5" 
tall
►Designed to be orientated inside, outside, or 
inline with the overhead guard leg.
►Attaches to rectangular overhead guard legs that 
are 1.5 in to 2.5 in (3.81 cm to 6.35 cm) wide.

►Attaches to the back of any Gamber-Johnson 
Tablet Docking Stations and Cradles using the 
75mm  VESA pattern.
►Lower profile design allows keyboard to be 
mounted in a vertical position directly under the 
ET5X Cradle.
►Keyboard attaches using a circular mounting disk 
that has the AMPS hole pattern on it
►Rotating 3” arm and Mini Clevis provides 
independent keyboard adjustability
►Heavy gauge steel and aluminum construction for 
long-term durability
►Black powdercoat finish for maximum corrosion 
resistance
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Gamber Johnson
(3rd party) *

7160-0799

Gamber Johnson 
Keyboard Mounting 
Tray for Forklift Cradle

http://www.gamberjohnson.com

Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

350001 Adjustable Brace for 
Pole Mounts, 10"-16"

►Support Brace Attaches to any Pole assembly
►Provides additional support for Pole Assemblies 
and Vehicle Floor Pole Mounts. 
►Offers an adjustable support from 10”-16” 
►Lund P/N BRACE2

►Attaches to the back of any Gamber-Johnson 
Tablet Docking Stations and Cradles using the 
75mm  VESA pattern.
►The Tablet Keyboard Mount can be placed on 
any Gamber-Johnson Upper Pole, Motion 
Attachment or “smiley face” pattern found on a 
MCS Console System (ordered separately) 
allowing flexibility in how you want to place the 
keyboard in a vehicle
►Keyboard attaches using a circular mounting disk 
that has the AMPS hole pattern on it
►A tension knob is used to secure the keyboard to 
the tray and allows the keyboard to be rotated to 
an ergonomic position and locked into place
►An offset mounting pattern on the mounting disk 
provides adjustability to position the keyboard 
closer to the Docking Station or Cradle
►Keyboard can be tilted down 10° for working or 
90° vertically when stowed, adjustable handle 
secures keyboard at the desired position
►Heavy gauge steel and aluminum construction for 
long-term durability
►Black powdercoat finish for maximum corrosion 
resistance

Lund Mounting Accessories - typically used for mounting L10 and R12 series tablets in vehicles 
(non-forklift installations)
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350014 Adjustable Brace for 
Pole Mounts, 16"-34"

►Support Brace Attaches to any Pole assembly
►Provides additional support for Pole Assemblies 
and Vehicle Floor Pole Mounts. 
►Offers an adjustable support from 16”-34” 
►Lund P/N BRACE3

350022 0-60 Degree Tilt and 
Rotate Clevis

►Heavy Duty Adjustable 60 degree Tilt / Swivel 
Adapter
►Lund P/N TS-60

350002 0-90 Degree Tilt and 
Rotate Clevis

►Heavy Duty Adjustable 90 degree Tilt / Swivel 
Adapter
►Lund P/N TS-90

350042 L Bracket

►Bracket is typically attached to back of legacy 
Xplore vehicle cradles/docks with 100x100 mm 
VESA or 100x50 mm VESA hole patterns and 
then connects to Clevis adapters.  Includes L10 
series, B10, C10 and D10.

350004 Universal Keyboard 
Tray

►Universal Keyboard Tray Assembly with TS-1 
Tilt/Swivel and Slotted Extension Arm
►Lund P/N UKBD-A

350021 Keyboard Tray for TG3 
keyboard

►Used to mount TG3 Non-Rugged Keyboard with 
Trackpad (420005)
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350007
                                                      
Pole, bottom section, 
9" length

►Can be used on any MCS top plate or vehicle 
base without a welded pole.                                                                   
►Dimensions: 9.0” H x 3.0” W x 3.0” D
►Black powercoat heavy gauge steel
►Lund P/N P9B

350019
                                                      
Pole, upper section, 5" 
adjustable length

►Can be used on any MCS top plate or vehicle 
base without a welded pole.                                                                   
►5" length adjustable top section, allows .38” – 
5.76” adjustment above lip of lower pole.
►Black powercoat heavy gauge steel
►Lund P/N ADJ-S

350016
                                                      
Pole Kit, adjustable, 9" 
- 14" length

►Can be used on any MCS top plate or vehicle 
base without a welded pole.                                                                   
►Includes Pole Bottom (350007) and 5" length 
adjustable top section (350019), allowing lengths 
of 9" to 14".
►Black powercoat heavy gauge steel
►Lund P/N P9B and ADJ-S

350010                                                       
Pole Mounting System

►Includes L-Bracket (350042), 60 degree Clevis 
(350022) and Pole Mounted adjustable keyboard 
holder with swivel extension arm. 
►Lund

pole assembly

350011
                                                      
Forklift Mounting 
System

►Includes 90 degree clevis, rack to post and pole 
mount bracket
►Lund

350013 Clevis Repair Kit
►Used to repair Lund Clevis brackets
►Includes Clevis bolt, Handle & Spacer
►Lund

350015 Wall/Desk Mount

►Can be used as an alternative to L10 series 
Industrial Docks.
►Supports VESA 100x100 hole mounting pattern.
►Lund
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Part Number Picture Description Notes Required Items

Gamber Johnson
(3rd party) *

see website

Gamber Johnson 
vehicle mounting 
solutions

http://www.gamberjohnson.com

►See Gamber-Johnson website for a variety of 
mounting options for public safety and service 
vehicles.

Other Mounting Accessories - typically used for mounting L10 and R12 series tablets in vehicles 
(non-forklift installations)


